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The Problem: Predicting Popularity in Social Media
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– Tweets : 467 million, August 1st to October 31st, 2009 [5].
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– Viewcount history : the history of
cumulative viewcounts, in 100 data
points from the video upload date to
December 2012.

Figure 1: Problem overview: Can one use activities on Twitter to predict popularity on YouTube?

– Twitter User Graph : 41.7 million
nodes and 1.47 billion edges, collected
in 2009 [2].
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Avg Prec
0.012
0.056 ± 0.006
0.058 ± 0.002
0.097 ± 0.007
0.105 ± 0.003
0.104 ± 0.005
0.113 ±0.008

Prec@100
0.012
0.125 ± 0.028
0.204 ± 0.041
0.406 ± 0.023
0.432 ± 0.057
0.444 ± 0.044
0.460 ±0.053

Table 1: Performance for J UMP prediction.

U ser4

– User features perform significantly better than
Tweet properties.

U ser3

– Predicting popularity is an important open problem in social media.
contributed articles
– Most current methods operate under the assumption that past popularity implies future
popularity (Figure 2 Left). However, this approach cannot account for sudden changes,
or when popularity history is unknown (Figure 2 Right).
– We propose a novel system to connect across two social networks, and provide an affirmative answer for the question: Can Twitter help predict YouTube popularity?
– This work takes the first steps towards answering questions like “will an obscure video
suddenly become very popular, and when”, or “which videos will be the most popular
in 1, 2, or 3 months”?
Figure 3. Correlation of digg counts on the 17,097 promoted stories in the data set older
than 30 days. A k-means clustering separates 89% of the stories into an upper cluster; the
other stories are a lighter shade of blue. The bold line indicates a linear fit with slope 1 on
the upper cluster, with a prefactor of 5.92 (Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.90).

Popularity after 30 digg days
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E ARLY Popularity

Observing Tweets about a video for 15
days, we predict whether or not the video
will go through a viewcount J UMP in the
next 15 days.

Observing Tweets about a video during
its first 15 days, we predict the top 5%
videos after being online for D days, where
D = 30, 60, 90.
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Feature
Random
T WEET
G RAPH
A CTIVE
PASSIVE
A LL
A CTIVE
A CTIVE
A CTIVE

Avg Prec
0.053
0.248 ± 0.142
0.382 ± 0.030
0.441 ±0.027
0.375 ± 0.055
0.463 ± 0.029
0.421 ± 0.023
0.435 ± 0.024
0.424 ± 0.026

Prec@100
0.053
0.450 ± 0.229
0.646 ± 0.044
0.702 ±0.058
0.656 ± 0.088
0.750 ± 0.045
0.686 ± 0.060
0.722 ±0.018
0.720 ±0.043

Table 2: Performance for E ARLY prediction.
– A CTIVE is the best-performing feature group, and
it is inexpensive to obtain.

– The best predictor doubles the AP and nearly
quadruples the Precision@100 versus the baseline
consisting only of viewcount history.

– P @100 ≥ 0.7. This accuracy is maintained for predicting future popularity for 30 to 90 days.

Feature Importance by Mutual Information

Popularity after one digg hour
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Popularity after seven days

digging activity at night but might have
initially penalized interesting stories
that were otherwise likely to be popular. For instance, an average story promoted at 12 p.m. received approximately 400 diggs in the first two hours and
only 200 diggs if promoted at 12 a.m.
That is, based on observations made
after only a few hours after a story was
promoted, a portal could misinterpret
the story’s relative interestingness if it
did not correct for the variation in daily
user-activity cycles.
Since digging activity varies by time,
we introduce the notion of digg time
measured not in seconds but in number of diggs users cast on promoted sto-
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Fig. 1. Search queries as a proxy for collective human attention. (A) The volume of searches for the word “tsunami” in the aftermath of the catastrophic
Asian tsunami. The sudden peak and relatively rapid relaxation illustrates the typical signature of an “exogenous” burst of activity. (B) The volume of search
queries for “Harry Potter movie.” The significant growth preceding the release of the film and symmetric relaxation is characteristic of an “endogenous” burst
of activity.
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ries. We count diggs only on promoted
stories because this section of the portal was our focus, and most diggs (72%)
were to promoted stories anyway. The
average number of diggs arriving at
promoted stories during any hour day
or night was 5,478 when calculated
over the full six-month data-collection
period; we define one digg-hour as the
time it takes for so many new diggs to
be cast. As discussed earlier, the time
for this many diggs to arrive took about
three times longer at night than during
the day. This “detrending” allowed us
to ignore the dependence of submission popularity on the time of day it
was submitted. Thus, when we refer to

Figure 2: (Left) Direct correlation of past popularity to future popularity, courtesy of Szabo and Huberman [4]. (Right) Two dynamic classes for popularity – endogenous and exogenous, courtesy of Crane and
Sornette [1].
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,
– Define viewcount increment ratio ∆ri = C∆c
r −Cl
here ∆r1 represents the increment in the observation period, and ∆r2 that of the prediction period.
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Upload date: 2009-10-03
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Figure 4: A video
with a few dozen
Twitter mentions and
nearly 200,000 views
in its first 15 days.
Note that the video
popularity continues
to rise even after the
tweet volume has tapered off, illustrating the prediction
power of Tweets that
happened early in a
video’s lifecycle.
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Figure 6: Boxplots of video viewcounts, across the
popularity scale with bins of 5%, or 8000+ videos each.
Viewcounts of the 5% most popular and least popular videos span more than three orders of magnitude, while videos in the same bins (from the 10th to
95th percentile) are within 30% views of each other.
This shows that the top 5% of videos deviates from
the general power-law behavior of rank vs popularity, and can be worthy prediction targets.
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Figure 7: Box plots of mutual information grouped by feature aggregates. The most informative features
(best 1/6) are generated by std aggregation for both J UMP and E ARLY . This implies that having a diverse
set of users (as reflected by a large std) mentioning an item is helpful for improving its popularity.
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Meaning
Vector of previous viewcounts
Five counting metrics that
describe the properties of
video tweets about video v in
the observation interval.
Features on the Twitter user
graph, describing all users
tweeting about video v.
Five features that describe
the behaviors of users U who
tweet about video v.
Three features that describe
the interactions users U
receive from other users.
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Confirmation Video: http://bit.ly/HEccQ #iranElection
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– Twitter user features associated with tweeting activities are more informative than
graph features. Having a diverse range of users and associated tweeting activities is
more informative than the total or average volume of activities of these users.
– Future work include leveraging diffusion patterns to further improve popularity prediction, or selecting a good set of users for prediction.
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Video Tweet Example
Feature name
viewcount
T.tweet
T.hashtag
T.mention
T.nbcTweet
T.RT
G.outdegree
G.pagerank
G.hubauthority
A.tweet
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P.mention
P.nbcTweet
P.RT

Viewcount jumps
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– User and content information from Twitter can be effectively used to predict video
popularity on YouTube – popularity are predictable from one external source alone.
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Figure 3: A video
having less than 9000
views in its first 3
months, and then
gaining 1.2 million
views within 15 days.
The insert shows a
Tweet linking to this
video by celebrity
user Alyssa Milano.
X-axis date format :
yy-MMM-dd.

Twitter User Feature

ID: X0-Sv6YnxEc
Upload date: 2009-05-21
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(b) A video ranked highly
by the EARLY predictor
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– A video is considered to have gone through a
J UMP if ∆r1 is no more than the average viewcount increment (0.16 in this work) and ∆r2 is no
less than a significant fraction of all accumulated
views (0.5 in this work).
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(a) A video ranked highly by the JUMP predictor
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Figure 5: Illustration for defining a J UMP.
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Figure 4. Popularity of videos on the 30th day after upload vs. popularity after seven days.
The bold line with gradient 1 is fit to the data.

Popularity after 30 days

ties, YouTube videos keep attracting
views throughout their lifetimes. The
rate videos attract views may naturally
differ among videos, with the less-popular likely marking a slower pace over a
longer time.
These two notably different userpopularity patterns are a consequence
of how users react to content on the two
portals. On Digg, articles quickly become obsolete, since they often link to
breaking news, fleeting Internet fads,
or technology-related themes with a
naturally limited time for user appeal.
However, videos on YouTube are mostly
found through search, since, with the
sheer number of videos constantly being uploaded, it is not possible to match
Digg’s way of giving each promoted story general exposure on a front page. The
quicker initial rise of video view counts
can be explained through the videos’ exposure in YouTube’s “recently added”
section, but after leaving it, the only way
to find them is through keyword search
or when displayed as related videos next
to another video being watched.
The short fad-like popularity life
cycle of Digg stories (a day or less) suggests that if overall user activity on Digg
depends on time of day, a story’s popularity may grow more slowly when fewer
visitors are on the site and increase
more quickly at peak periods. For YouTube, this effect is less relevant, since
video views are spread over more time,
as in Figure 1. Figure 2 outlines the
hourly rates of user digging, story submitting, and upcoming Digg story promotions as a function of time for one
week, beginning August 6, 2007. The
difference in rates may be as much as
threefold; weekends showed less activity, and weekdays appeared to involve
about 50% more activity than weekends.
It was also reasonable to assume that
besides daily and weekly cycles, such activity also involved seasonal variations.
Moreover, in 2007, Digg users were
mostly located in the UTC-5 to UTC-8
time zones (the Western hemisphere).
Depending on the time of day a submission was made to the portal, stories
differed greatly in the number of initial
diggs they received. As we expected,
stories submitted during less-active
periods of the day accrued fewer digs
in the first few hours than stories submitted during peak hours. This was a
natural consequence of suppressed
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